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Follow these steps for the complete replacement of compression handle on your SpaceKap. A 
non-inversed handle (turns downwards) has been used in this example to show every step. If 
your SpaceKap is already equipped with an inversed handle (turns upwards) skip steps 4 & 5. 
Please refer to the necessary tools list at the end of the document before beginning. 

1. Make sure all the parts are in your kit before you start: the inversed handle, the aluminum

correction plate, the assembly for the spring and all the provided hardware as well as a 3” black

plastic cap (not shown in picture). Begin by removing the diamond plate on the inside of the

door with a 5/32” Allen screwdriver bit to gain better access to the handle.

2. Unscrew the inside knob, drill out the four (4) pop-rivets that hold the aluminum plate with a

9/64” drill bit and remove the four (4) nuts that holds in the exterior handle with an 8mm

socket. *IMPORTANT: DO NOT REMOVE ALUMINUM PLATE IF YOUR SPACEKAP IS ALREADY

EQUIPPED WITH AN INVERSED HANDLE (TURNS UPWARDS)*
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3. Use the provided cutting jig to mark the new opening. Cut the shaded shape and center the

blank holes 1 and 2 with the existing handle holes. Use the holes with the centering axis 3, 4, 5

and 6 to punch or simply mark the center. These holes need to be bored out at 9/32”. Remove

the jig and cut out the new opening according to the marked shape with a rotary tool and a

diamond bit (or grinding stone).

*IMPORTANT: SKIP THE NEXT 2 STEPS IF YOUR SPACEKAP IS ALREADY EQUIPPED WITH AN

INVERSED HANDLE*

4. Place the correction plate using the two (2) bottom holes as guides and put pop-rivets

without pulling them. Mark the opening and cut the fiber glass with a cutting wheel.

5. If you own a Compak or Wild model, you need to lightly modify this plate so it marries the

shape of the door. Then, use five (5) pop-rivets to fasten the plate in place. Do not install the

one in the middle on the right, it will interfere with the rotating assembly of the new handle.
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6. Lightly modify the angle of the spring assembly bracket outwards. Remove temporarily the

black nylon cylinder with the 5/32” Allen screwdriver bit. Insert the new handle assembly in

place and fasten it with two (2) washers and two (2) nylon locking nuts on the upper bolts and

the spring assembly bracket with two (2) nylon locking nuts without washers on the lower bolts.

Hook the spring on the lower bolt of the handle assembly and the rod on the upper bolt. Pro tip:

do not overtighten these nuts completely! Tighten the nuts until the bolts come through the

nylon sleeve, if you overtighten them you will have a hard time operating the mechanism.

7. Put back the black nylon cylinder in its place without tighten it completely, it needs to be

adjusted (next step). Add grease on the handle mechanism before closing everything.

8. Adjusting: when the handle is in its closed position, shift the black nylon against the aluminum

plate et tighten it in place. When the handle is in its open position, it should move back

approximately 1/8” from the plate.
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9. Put back the diamond plate at the bottom of the door and install the new 3” plastic black cap.

You can now benefit of a brand-new inversed handle on your SpaceKap.

NECESSARY TOOLS LIST: 

5/32” ALLEN SCREWDRIVER BIT 

RATCHET OR SOCKET END SCREWDRIVER 

- 8MM SOCKET (5/16” ALSO WORKS)

- 10MM SOCKET (3/8” ALSO WORKS)

- 11MM SOCKET (7/16” ALSO WORKS)

DRILL 

- 9/64” DRILL BIT

- 9/32” DRILL BIT

ROTARY TOOL 

- CUTTING WHEEL

- DIAMOND BIT (GRINDING STONE ALSO WORKS)

RIVET GUN WITH 1/8” POP-RIVET END 
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